Asymmetry in corticomotor facilitation revealed in right-handers in the context of haptic discrimination.
In this study we asked whether asymmetries related to handedness in right-handers (n=10) and left-handers (n=10) could influence hemispheric motor facilitation when the preferred or less-preferred hand is engaged in haptic sensing. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to assess corticomotor excitability when young participants performed a precision grip under two conditions, i.e., with or without a haptic sensing component. In the grip condition participants were required to grasp a 5-mm thick plate between thumb and index fingers, whereas in the haptic condition they performed the same action but were also required to make judgements about the plate's thickness, i.e., either thin (5 mm) or thick (10 mm). Analysis of task-related variations in motor evoked potentials (MEP) amplitude recorded in hand muscles revealed a significant task×hand/hemisphere interaction only in the group of right-handers when the left hand/right hemisphere was engaged in haptic sensing as opposed to simply gripping. Collectively, these results are congruent with other TMS reports describing a greater degree of hemispheric asymmetry in right-handers, who are typically more strongly lateralised than left-handers. Our results with regard to a rightward hemispheric asymmetry for MEP facilitation with haptic sensing are also congruent with the predominant role ascribed to the right sensorimotor cortex in the processing of proprioceptive information.